
Campus Relations Through A Pandemic...
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Best Thing Ever 2020“I hate COVID and am tired of zooms, but I will say having IIDA 

events available online has allowed me the opportunity to attend…”
-Brand U attendee survey response



Our Mission + Team
Recently, the Campus Relations Committee took a moment to reflect on why we are here for IIDA 
Student members in our Mid-America Chapter.  From this conversation, we developed a Committee 
Mission Statement which serves as a our reason for all that we do:

To align students on campuses with the profession and deepen our 
relationships with one another.

We used this mission statement to define the purpose of each event we host, and to guide us in event 
planning, marketing for events, and our explanations to Campuses on why to attend events throughout 
the year.  This mission statement allowed us to create one of our most successful years of student 
engagement!
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• Johnson County Community College, IIDA Campus Center

• Kansas State University, IIDA Campus Center

• Missouri State University

• Park University 

• Pittsburg State University 

• University of Central Missouri

• University of Missouri 

• University of Kansas, NEW IIDA Campus Center

• Wichita Area Technical College

Our Territory
IIDA Mid-America spreads its student reach across the entire state of Kansas and western half of Missouri.  We have several powerhouse interior design programs in 
this region that know how to develop our students into well-educated professionals. This past year, Campus Relations began 2 new Campus relationships
with Faculty at Missouri State University and the University of Missouri to help them understand how IIDA can work with their existing Interior Design-related student 
organizations on campus. 

In addition to these new relationships, we maintained 2 of our IIDA Campus Centers and recruited 1 new Campus Center.



Our 2020 Vision

Interact
be more consistent with our interactions.

Relate
build deeper relationships with our campuses.

Engage
program our events to engage student participation.

The Committee started off 2020 by discussing fresh ideas on to engage with new and returning student members.  In late February, we attended the Winter CLC
hosted by Headquarters, which brought validation to our committee discussions and more considerations for what we could accomplish.  

In mid-March, COVID lock downs struck the Midwest, and we officially can say planning through a pandemic began.

Nevertheless, the Campus Relations Committee voted to move forward with introducing new events during a time of unknowns. Utilizing surveys from our only in-
person event of 2020 for additional guidance (Portfolios + Professionals), we reimagined what a slate of student programming could be in a virtual world, with the 
dream that we could still INTERACT, ENGAGE, and RELATE. 



Programming

The Committee challenged themselves in 2020 to be more consistent about hosting student 
events. This consistency would help us to be more visible to and build rapport with our student 
members, as well as increase their familiarity with our recurring series of events. 

In 2020, we turned some of our annual in-person events into a virtual format: 
Campus Kick-Off, a recruitment presentation about IIDA + Mid-America 
Sites + Sips, a project tour + network opportunity
Coastal Campus Chat, a Campus Center engagement(s) | recurring series
Brand U, a presentation + technological + branding workshop

And we introduced 4 new events to our line-up:
Designers Discuss Design, a recurring web series sharing professional stories
Connect, a semester-long student to professional mentorship program
Pints & Professors, a faculty appreciation + network opportunity
Instagram Campus Takeover, a curated Instagram series from a Campus for 1 day

Interact

“I really like the idea of the program and I like the freedom the student and their mentor has...” 
-Connect Mentor Program Student attendee survey 



● August
Connect Mentor Program Begins (Virtual), new event

Designers Discuss Design (Virtual)

Instagram Campus Takeover Begins (Virtual), new event

● September
Campus Kick-Off (Virtual)

● October
Coastal Campus Chat 

Campus Kick-Off contin. (Virtual)

MADA Student Award presented

● November
Brand U (Virtual)

Instagram Student Sweeps (Virtual)

● December
Connect Mentor Program Closes (Virtual), new event

Committee Holiday Celebration

Campus Relations Calendar of Events
● January

MADA Elevate Student Winner attends SHIFT conference

Coffee with Instagram Student Sweeps Winner

● February
Winter CLC

● March
Portfolios & Professionals

● April
Designers Discuss Design (Virtual), new event

Coastal Campus Chat postponed

● May
Pints & Professors (Virtual), new event

● June
Designers Discuss Design (Virtual), new event

● July
Sites & Sips (Virtual)

By the end of the year, we facilitated a student event or interaction for 10 out of 12 months – the most student programming we have ever accomplished.

Interact



Design For A Virtual Presence

Continuity in programming paired with relevant, valuable 
topics, allowed Mid-America to continue to charge for 
tickets at student events.  Throughout the pandemic, 
the committee fostered discussions with Faculty to 
understand what they have experienced regarding student 
participation levels for their campus organizations, and to 
be more aware of budget constraints on students + 
programs. 

These conversations led us to update ticket costs to lower 
rates than normal, and to offer some free programming as 
an alternative to free industry webinars.  We were able to 
make these ticket price changes as the cost to host an 
event was often reduced or eliminated due to its virtual 
format.  The ticket revenue we did create from virtual 
events was often pure profit.  This allows us to seed future 
student scholarship opportunities and of course, more 
participation prizes!  Considering these factors, we have 
seen an increase in our student participation 
and ticket sales. This virtual event model is working 
well for the Student members in our Chapter, and we will 
likely continue to use these methods in the future.

Event 2019 2020

Fall Coastal Campus Chat 14 16 (virtual)

Brand U 9 23 (virtual)

Instagram Student Sweeps 11 17

Portfolios & Professionals 38 22

Spring Coastal Campus Chat 21 postponed

Sites & Sips 2 16 (virtual)

Fall Connect Mentor Program N/A 27

Designers Discuss Design (3 hosted) N/A 41

Engage

Attendee Rate Comparison for 2019 vs. 2020



Top 10
lessons learned from 2020 online student engagement

Record the event.
Faculty appreciate it for their classes, and it is likely that there will 
be a student email post an event stating they could not attend and 
assumed a recording would be shared. 

Set time frames.
Especially, for parameters on ticket registration dates. This 
helps the Committee and Speakers prepare for a certain 
headcount.

Charge less for virtual tickets than in-person event 
prices.
In comparison, all day or in-person events can be more impactful 
than online engagements.  Naturally, students might pay more in 
that case.  Going virtual, we would suggest to evaluate the cost 
against the event content. 

Theme it up! 
Everyone loves a great virtual background, why not brand it for 
your Chapter or event theme!

Engage with the Faculty ahead of time
This helps to notify Faculty on events for them to plan around, 
conversation to occur if our suggested dates conflict drastically 
with a particular segment of students, and gain an extra event 
cheerleader. 

Share “How to Prepare” or “What to Expect” 
messages before a virtual event. 
The extra effort to notify attendees about what to prepare for, 
especially for more interactive discussions, can help the event be a 
smoother experience. 

Utilize any and all online sources to make events 
more interactive and effective. 
Examples: Zoom, HiHello, SignUp Genius, Google Shared Docs, 
and Mural

Virtual presentations provide an additional 
opportunity to promote Chapter activities.
At the end of every online engagement, we discuss and share a list 
of future activities (both HQ and Chapter related) with hyperlinks to 
registrations if available.

Engage students with participation prizes!
When Q&A is non-existent, offer a participation prize based on 
asking questions or answering multiple choice questions about the 
content being shared during the webinar.

Think outside of regional comfort zones for event 
planning.
Going virtual expands the rolodex on professional speakers, so do 
not hesitate to think outside of the box and expand your Chapter’s 
reach. 
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“...It’s been an honor to be a part of this program and share my experiences in the hopes that it will help a new 

designer find her career path a bit more easily when it’s time.”      -Connect Mentor Program Professional participant



A “Four”ce to be Reckoned With

Our biggest and most rewarding successes of this year were the relationships we built 
with other IIDA entities and our regional campuses.

In late March, we engaged Ryan Ben to speak on the value of student and professional 
IIDA memberships for our first session of the Designers Discuss Design webinar series.  
From there, Ryan supported us throughout the year, and in some ways, he became 
our fourth committee member! He connected us with the Texas/Oklahoma 
Chapter and Suzanne Tron, which lead us to some dynamic speakers for our Brand U 
event.  

In late 2019, Mid-America began pursuing a connection with faculty at the University of 
Missouri.  At the 2020 Winter CLC, we connected with the Gateway Chapter regarding 
this campus.  These students often land in either Kansas City or St. Louis post 
graduation, affording them the opportunity to participate in two IIDA Chapters.  We 
discovered Gateway was also working to connect with this campus, but was having no 
luck with a response. 

Following a series of conversations between our Chapters and this Campus, we hosted 
a Co-Chapter webinar or what we at Mid-America like to call a "Campus Kick-Off".  This 
conversation lead that campus to be more aware that they can participate and gain 
communications from both of our Chapters!  

Additionally, we had 7 students reach out after this Kick-Off to request their 
IIDA Chapter affiliation to be updated to the Mid-America region.

Relate



This year, we re-established a Campus Center at the University of Kansas (KU).  Over the past 
few years, KU has undergone a restructuring of their Interior Design program.  Due to this, their design 
program is in the early stages of development.

Campus Relations hosted a Campus Kick-Off event the later part of 2019, to educate the faculty, 
freshman, and sophomore level students on all things IIDA relating to membership and events.  After 
that visit, 21 student members registered for IIDA in the early part of 2020.  During the 
summer, we engaged with Faculty to explore a Campus Center opportunity.  

In fall 2020, we hosted a week-long Coastal Campus Chat with KU. We were able to virtually connect 
them with KU alumni, host another Campus Kick Off presentation, and help them envision what a 
Campus Center could mean to their campus organization.  

Throughout this process, the faculty were supportive - promoting our Chapter events to students, 
attending our events, and calling upon IIDA professionals from our Chapter for participation in class 
activities.  With all this said, a Campus Center was born!  

We look to repeat this Campus Relationship model as we reach out to other area 
Campuses that are ready for growth and development.

Our Outcomes
University of Kansas
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The other major relationship we strengthened over the past year was with Kansas State University (KSU). This University is home to two Interior Design-
related programs in separate Colleges. Traditionally, these programs did not interact with one another, and therefore students from both Colleges were IIDA 
members and were running two separate on-campus organizations.  Our Campus Relations team was challenged in the Fall of 2019 by Faculty to help bridge 
this gap between Interior Design and Interior Architecture students that developed over a long period of time.  

In the spring to summer of 2020, we met with energized student officers and faculty advisors from both programs to help facilitate the conversation.  This fall 
semester, a collaborative IIDA Campus Center with student members from both programs is fully functioning.  We could not be more proud of their 
work, the programming they developed together, and the relationships that formed between Campus Relations and KSU.

Our Outcomes
Kansas State University
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Through A Pandemic...

Interact RelateEngage

our Campus Relations Committee of the IIDA Mid-America Chapter has found ways to 

with our student members in more valuable experiences.  Our student and campus relationships are our Best Thing Ever through this unprecedented year!


